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HUMBLE VISIONARY
Kengo Kuma shares his thoughts on building in
harmony with nature, Tokyo’s new Olympic stadium,
and what Hong Kong could teach us

+ FOCUS:

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

HK$48
US$18
€15

It’s not all about what’s on the plate:
restaurant designers are becoming
increasingly daring with interiors that
draw on some surprising inspirations

A Smile for
Amsterdam’s students

Lincoln Square and
Riverwalk, London

A relaxing time
at Lazy Cats, Bali

Four Seasons
Residences, Bangkok

Castle One by V,
Hong Kong

Steakhouse chic
for STK Toronto

Amphithéâtre
Cogeco, Quebec

JW Marriott’s new
Vietnam resort

By the numbers:
At Six hotel, Stockholm
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Destination | At Six hotel • Stockholm, Sweden

Brutalist luxury
London-based Universal Design Studio has transformed
Stockholm’s At Six hotel to include a surprisingly
ambitious collection of contemporary art
TEXT:
Simon Yuen
PHOTOGRAPHY:
© Andy Liffner

Grey fabrics and furniture dominate the lobby of At Six, along with large art installations
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Destination | At Six hotel • Stockholm, Sweden

From left
Curated by Sune Nordgren, At Six describes itself as Sweden’s premier contemporary luxury hotel • Wood panelling inside the guestrooms soften the
Brutalist style of the building

Stockholm, with its delightful medieval heart and

19th century — will soon be the city’s social

countless design boutiques, is attracting growing

hub again. The new plans centre on At Six

numbers of tourists from around the world. One

hotel, positioned as the country’s premier

result of this has been a boom in the number of

contemporary luxury accomodation.

new hotels, among them the 343-key At Six hotel
in Brunkebergstorg Square.

Operated by Petter Stordalen’s Nordic Hotels &
Resorts and curated by Sune Nordgren, founding

Set in a 1970s building originally designed by

director of Baltic, the Centre for Contemporary Art

Swedish architects Boijsen & Efvergren as a hotel,

in Gateshead, United Kingdom, At Six boasts 10

it instead served as the headquarters of

floors of guest rooms, a penthouse suite, a 100-

Swedbank after completion. This is one of four

cover restaurant, wine bar, cocktail bar,

buildings facing Brunkebergstorg Square, each

Scandinavia’s first ‘slow listening’ lounge and a

built during a government initiative aimed at

2,000 sq-m events and flexible workspace.

replacing much of the city centre’s belle époque
grandeur with brutal modernity.
Today, following years of redevelopment,
Brunkebergstorg Square — vibrant in the late
108

At Six reinterprets the aesthetics of Brutalism
through Universal Design Studio’s complete
interior renovation and its design of the new
entrance facade.

One of the main challenges
was to bring a sense of
desirability and luxury to
a Brutalist building

A variety of artistic details can be found in the lobby, including a leather-wrapped handrail made by a Swedish saddle maker
perspective
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A freestanding carved marble bath in the presidential suite, which also has a private rooftop terrace
110

At Six boasts 343 rooms across 10 floors, ranging in size from 26 sq-m to 85 sq-m

Playing a key role in setting the tone and

Warmerdam. In the guestrooms, works by artist

creating the desired ambience and grandeur of

Kristina Matousch and Swedish photographer

the hotel is art, with UDS setting out to bring the

Dawid can also be found.

best of both international and local art to

One of the main challenges for the

Stockholm. At Six is furnished with a fine selection

designers of this project was to bring a sense of

of contemporary and classic furniture pieces, some

desirability and luxury to a Brutalist building —

of them created by local artists and established

traits that people seldom associate with the

Scandinavian designers, commissioned by the firm

a rc h i t e c t u ra l m o v e m e n t . To a c h i e v e t h i s

especially for this project.

seemingly impossible task, the design team

For example, local Swedish designer and glass-

took the context of the square as its starting

maker Carina Seth Andersson is responsible for

point. Warm greys and highly textured natural

creating handmade glass pieces for public areas,

materials are contrasted with soft furnishings

while Swedish artist Lies-Marie Hoffmann has

and classic furniture editions, presenting a

carved a communal table in the wine bar from a

theme of juxtaposition throughout.

single trunk of Swedish elm.

This plays out across the public floors and into

The public spaces are a showcase for a

the guest rooms, where custom furniture and

number of artists including Jaume Plensa, Olafur

bespoke lighting meets mirror and timber wall

Eliasson, Julian Opie, Sol Le Witt, Tacita Dean,

panelling, and marble credenzas that run the full

Spencer Finch, Richard Long and Marijke van

length of each room.

•
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